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1.  NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY 

1.1. Torc Ecology Ltd was commissioned by Charrington Farms in October 2014 to undertake a 

Preliminary Ecological Appraisal of Land at Hartswood Farm inn Reigate, Surrey. The site is currently 

being considered for residential development as part of Reigate and Banstead’s DM Site Allocations 

DPD. The Core Strategy has identified the requirement to deliver 460 homes p.a. over the next 15 

years. Policy CS4 (iii) of the Core Strategy has identified land to the south and west of Reigate for up 

to 500 – 700 homes in which the site falls.  

1.2. A Preliminary Ecological Appraisal (desk top study and an Extended Phase I habitat survey) was 

undertaken to contribute to a technical study of the site to assist with preferred site allocations. The 

survey was undertaken on October 20
th
 2014 by Louise Brown MCIEEM of Torc Ecology Ltd and a 

detailed consultation was undertaken with Surrey Biodiversity Information Centre for records of 

statutory and non-statutory designated sites, and records of protected/notable species within a 5km 

radius of the site. A separate consultation was undertaken with East Surrey Badger Protection 

Society. 

1.3 The site was found to generally have low botanical diversity although hedgerows, arable field 

margins and lowland mixed woodland were considered to have ecological value, all being UK Priory 

Habitats with one hedgerow classified as ‘Important’ under the Hedgerow Regulations 1997. The site 

was also located immediately adjacent Ancient woodland (Slipshatch Wood) as well as other habitats 

of potential value to wildlife including pasture, mature hedgerows and treelines, rough grassland and 

water bodies (ponds and ditches). With the exception of nesting birds, no evidence of protected or 

notable species was identified although there was potential for a good assemblage of birds and 

invertebrates, as well as potential for bats (roosting, commuting and foraging), badgers, great crested 

newts and three common reptile species to use the site. The potential for dormice to use Slipshatch 

Wood was also noted although this habitat was considered to be sub-optimal for this species. 

1.4. Consultation results identified a large number of Sites of Nature Conservation Importance and 

Ancient woodland sites within connective habitat. Records of bats, badgers, great crested newts, 

reptiles, invertebrates and other notable species were identified within the study area with some 

records within close proximity to the site. The site’s location and connectivity to the wider countryside 

was considered to be a key factor in the potential level of biodiversity upon the site.  

1.5. A proposed development on this site is not considered to fragment or isolate any habitats of 

potential value to wildlife although in the absence of mitigation large-scale development may reduce 

connectivity through the site and to the wider countryside, and hence any biodiversity value of the 

site. Phase 2 ecology surveys have been recommended to establish the full ecological value of the 

site, as have the requirement for best practice working methodologies. Preliminary recommendations 

for consideration within any proposed site layout are given, as are provisional recommendations for 

enhancement.  
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2. INTRODUCTION 

2.1. Background information 

2.1.1. Torc Ecology Ltd was commissioned by Charrington Farms in October 2014 to undertake a 

Preliminary Ecological Appraisal of Land at Hartswood Farm, Reigate, Surrey, hereafter referred to as 

‘the site’. The site is currently being considered for residential development as part of Reigate and 

Banstead’s DM Site Allocations DPD. The Core Strategy has identified the requirement to deliver 460 

homes p.a. over the next 15 years. Policy CS4 (iii) of the Core Strategy has identified land to the 

south and west of Reigate for up to 500 – 700 homes in which the site falls. This Preliminary 

Ecological Appraisal (desk top study and field visit) therefore contributes to a technical study of the 

site to assist with preferred site allocations. There is currently no proposed layout although it is 

considered development within the southern part of the site may be restricted as this area falls within 

a floodplain. 

2.1.2. The site is approximately 17.4 hectares and consists predominantly of arable land comprising 

three field compartments, mature hedgerows on field boundaries, some mature trees, a small mixed 

woodland plantation (named ‘L plantation’) and two wet ditches. The centre of the site is located at 

OS grid reference TQ 251 480. Access to the site is via Slipshatch Road to the north 

2.1.3. The site is situated to the southwest of the town of Reigate. To the east of the site are 

residential properties and gardens; to the south is an amenity sports field, an area of rough grassland 

and a converted barn complex; to the north is Slipshatch Road with arable land beyond; whilst to the 

west the site borders Ancient woodland (Slipshatch Wood), pasture and a small number of farm 

cottages.  

2.1.4. Plates 1 and 2 (Appendix I) show aerial views of the site and surrounding habitats within the 

wider countryside. Figure 1 shows the site’s location and Figure 2 shows the existing site layout 

including the proposed development boundary. Figure 3 shows the location of adjacent offsite 

habitats. All figures can be seen in Appendix II. 

2.2. Aim of the surveys 

2.2.1. The aim of the surveys were to:- 

 Identify the presence or likely presence of any protected/notable species or habitats on or 

adjacent to the site;  

 assess the potential impact of a proposed large-scale residential development on any 

protected/notable species and/or habitats present on or adjacent to the site; and to 

 make any recommendations for further surveys and/or preliminary mitigation measures 

following the surveys, if necessary. 
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3. SURVEY METHODOLOGY 

3.1. Desk top study 

3.1.1. Surrey Biodiversity information Centre (SBIC) was consulted with regards to obtaining all 

protected and notable species records and statutory and non-statutory designated sites within 5km of 

the site, which constituted the desk top study area. East Surrey Badger Protection Society was also 

consulted for records of badger Meles meles activity within 3km of the site. 

3.1.2. Publically available databases were accessed to search for considered site relevant habitats 

and protected/notable species within 5km of the site. 

3.1.3. For the purpose of this report any records over 20 years old were considered not to be 

relatively recent but historic and possibly not indicative of current species populations within the 

locality. 

3.2. Extended Phase I Habitat survey 

3.2.1. The Extended Phase I Habitat survey of the site included surveying for different habitats and 

classifying them according to the habitats given in the Joint Nature Conservancy Council (JNCC) 

‘Handbook for Phase I Habitat Survey’ (JNCC 1993). Hedgerows onsite were assessed under the 

Hedgerow Regulations 1997. The survey also involved searches for signs of species protected under 

the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended), the Conservation of Habitats and Species 

Regulations 2010, and the Protection of Badgers Act 1992. This involved assessing the habitats on 

and beyond site for their suitability to support protected species including mammals, reptiles, 

amphibians and birds. This included the assessment of offsite water bodies for up to 500m of the site 

for their potential to support breeding great crested newts Triturus cristatus.  

3.2.2. Throughout the survey consideration was also given to the existence and use of the habitats by 

other notable fauna such as those included within the UK and Local Biodiversity Action Plans 

(UKBAPs and LBAPs) or Red Data book species. 

3.2.3. The site was also surveyed for the presence (or likely presence considering seasonality) of 

invasive weeds and any areas of general ecological/botanical interest. This could include any areas 

likely to provide suitable conditions for protected and/or notable plant and invertebrate species that 

may then require additional detailed surveys e.g. botanical or invertebrate surveys. 

3.3. Details of surveyor  

3.3.1. The Extended Phase I habitat survey was undertaken on the 20
th
 October 2014 by Ms Louise 

Brown.  Ms Brown is a Full member of the Chartered Institute of Ecology and Environmental 

Management (MCIEEM) and a Director of Torc Ecology Ltd.   

3.4. Limitations to surveys  

3.4.1. A pond to the south of the site could not be assessed for great crested newt potential due to 

access issues.  
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3.4.2. Due to the time of year the survey was undertaken, some early spring floral species and 

invertebrate species that could be active on site may not have been present at the time of the field 

survey.  

 

4. RESULTS 

4.1. Desk top study  

Statutory designated sites 

4.1.1. Mole Gap to Reigate Escarpment is a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and lies to the north 

of the site by approximately 4km and extends beyond the study area to the west. This SAC is 

designated for a number of important habitats including woodland, chalk grassland, chalk scrub and 

heathland. The SAC has the only surviving box scrub in the UK; and dry grassland and scrublands on 

chalk and limestone are important orchid sites. This mosaic of habitats also qualifies as an SAC by 

supporting Bechsteins’ bat Myotis bechsteinii and great crested newt. This site is also a Site of 

Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and is noted for over-wintering bat species, woodland birds, 

including nightingale Luscinia megarhynchos, and invertebrate and mollusc interest. 

4.1.2. Reigate Heath is a SSSI designated for its open heath and acid grassland habitats and lies 

approximately 2.5km to the northwest of the site. This SSSI also supports alder woodland and some 

marshy meadows, and is also designated as a Local Nature Reserve (LNR). Earlswood Common 

located 1.2km to the east is also designated a LNR for a variety of habitats including two lakes, a 

number of smaller ponds, wetland corridors, scattered trees, woodland and semi-improved grassland.  

Non-statutory designated sites 

4.1.3. There are 27 Sites of Nature Conservation Importance (SNCI) within the study area – these are 

sites identified on account of the habitats, and flora and fauna they support, and are of County or 

regional wildlife importance. Reasons for designation include habitat mosaics including calcareous 

and acid grassland, broadleaved woodland, pond and scrub, and botanical interest, the presence of 

Ancient semi-natural woodland as well as invertebrate interest and the presence of protected species 

including bats, birds, reptiles and amphibians. Of most relevance to the site is Slipshatch Wood SNCI 

which lies on the immediate east site boundary of the site comprising 10.6 hectares. The woodland is 

also designated as Ancient semi-natural woodland with 15 ancient woodland indicator species 

identified (see below).  

4.1.4. There are 155 Ancient woodland sites within the study area. Ancient woodland is defined by 

Natural England as a site that has had a continuous woodland cover since at least 1600 AD. It is 

considered an irreplaceable, wildlife-rich habitat, and often includes important archaeological features. 

The study area predominantly includes semi-natural Ancient woodland (consisting of native trees and 

shrubs where some management may have occurred but where there is no evidence of planting), and 

plantation on Ancient woodland (where the original tree cover has been felled and replaced by non-

native species). Slipshatch Wood on the east site boundary is one of the largest pockets of Ancient 
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semi-natural woodland within the study area (ref SRY_4326a and SRY 47326b -  SBIC, 2014) with 

further Ancient woodland sites (mostly semi-natural woodland) scattered to the northwest, east and 

south of Reigate within connective habitat. 

 4.1.5. There are five designated Conservation Verges within the study area recognised under the 

Surrey Road Verge Habitat Action Plan as part of the Surrey Biodiversity Action Plan, which aims to 

raise awareness of the biodiversity potential of verge side habitat. Dover’s Green is 1.1km in length 

and located 300m to the southeast of the site within a residential area. This verge is designated for its 

vascular plant interest. The verge does not connect directly to the site. All other verges are located 

between 1.5km - 4km from the site and are not considered to be of relevance to this desk top study in 

relation to the proposed site. 

Considered site relevant protected/notable species records 

4.1.6. A large data set of protected and notable species was generated by SBIC and therefore only 

those records considered of relevance to the site are discussed. All records were provided within a 

1km square resolution.  

4.1.7. There were a number of bird records provided within 5km of the site that included species 

associated with similar habitats to those present on site. For example, common garden birds that 

would also be associated with mature hedgerows and trees e.g. wren Troglodytes troglodytes, robin 

Erithacus rubecula, dunnock Prunella modularis, blue tit Cyanistes caeruleus and great tit Parus 

major, as well as those associated with arable habitats such as meadow pipit Anthus pratensis, 

skylark Alauda arvensis, yellowhammer Emberiza citrinella, brambling Fringilla montifringilla, tree 

sparrow Passer montanus and linnet Carduelis cannabina. Woodland species included greater 

spotted woodpecker Dendrocopos major, nuthatch Sitta europaea, treecreeper Certhia familiaris and 

nightingale (the latter also associated with scrub habitat), as well as species such as barn owls Tyto 

alba (arable/rough grassland/pasture), and summer/winter migrants such as redstart Phoenicurus 

phoenicurus, fieldfare Turdus pilaris, swifts Apus apus, swallows Hirundo rustica and hobby Falco 

subbuteo. Turtle dove Streptopelia turtur (woodland edges and hedgerows) and tree sparrow were 

recorded less than 1km to the south of the site.    

4.1.8. There were nine badger records (including setts) that were provided within the 3km search 

area, with one record within connective habitat leading to the site. 

4.1.9. At least eight species of bat were recorded as present within the 5km study area: common 

pipistrelle Pipistrellus pipistrellus, Soprano pipistrelle Pipistrellus pygmaeus, serotine Eptesicus 

serotinus, noctule Nyctalus noctula, brown long-eared Plecotus auritus, Daubenton’s Myotis 

daubentonii, Bechsteins’ Myotis bechstieni and Natterer’s Myotis nattererii. Field records of 

unidentified pipistrelle Pipistrellus sp. were also present. The majority of the field records were within 

the last 20 years although there were a small number of historic pipistrelle bat records. A pipistrelle 

bat record was provided from grid square TQ2548 in which the site is located. Priory Park SNCI is 

located approximately 1km to the north of the site and has a confirmed six species of bat using the 

site including serotine. 
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4.1.10. There were three dormouse Muscardinus avellanarius records provided within the study area 

from 2001 – 2002. These records were located between 4-5km to the north of the site.  

4.1.11. There were 23 records of great crested newt within the study area. These records were 

located in all directions around the site with the closest records 2km to the south and southeast of the 

site. With the exception of three records, all records were dated between 1998 and 2013. New Pond 

Farm/Felland Copse SNCI located 1km to the east was recommended for designation by the Surrey 

Reptile and Amphibian Group although the record does not specify which species group this refers to. 

4.1.12. Common lizard Zootoca vivipara, grass snake Natrix natrix and slow worm Anguis fragilis 

records were provided between 1.5 and 5km of the site to the north, northwest, northeast, east and 

southeast of the site. Approximately half of the records were historic with other records dating from 

1999 - 2004. New Pond Farm/Felland Copse SNCI (as paragraph above) may be designated for 

reptiles although this level of information has not been provided from the desk top study. 

4.1.13. There were two records of water vole Arvicola amphibious within 2km from the site. No water 

vole records were provided from the site. 

4.1.14. There were nine hedgehog Erinaceus europaeus records provided within all directions of the 

site. All records were between 1998 – 2009. 

4.1.15. Thirteen records of common toad Bufo bufo were provided although the large majority of the 

records were historic. Two Conservation Verges to the east and west of the site were designated as 

common toad registered crossing sites. A Natterjack toad Epidalea calamita record was provided 4km 

to the northwest of the site and within proximity to Mole Gap to Reigate Escarpment SAC/SSSI.   

4.1.16. A number of invertebrate records were provided within the study area including butterflies, 

moths, stag beetle Lucanus cervus, and a small number of wasps and bees.  Three butterfly records 

were provided from grid square TQ 2548 in which the site lies: brown hairstreak Thecla betulae, white 

admiral Limenitis camilla and small heath Coenonympha pamphilus. The former two species are UK 

BAP species and are usually found in association with hedgerows and mixed deciduous woodland, 

both habitats are located on site. The latter species, small heath, also a UK BAP species, is usually 

found in association with heathland. Priory Park SNCI located 1km to the north of the site is 

designated for its invertebrate interest. 

4.1.17. With relevance to the site, Surrey Nature Partnership lists lowland mixed deciduous woodland, 

hedgerows and arable field margins as Priority Habitats in Surrey (Surrey Nature Partnership, 2014). 

A large number of Priority Species are also listed and include: birds associated with onsite and 

adjacent Priority Habitats, 13 species of bat, badger, hazel dormouse, great crested newt and 

common toad, all reptile species, and hedgehog. A large number of invertebrates were listed as 

Priority Species including the three butterfly species recorded within grid square TQ 2548 (see 

paragraph above) as well as a number of moths, beetles, spiders and other invertebrates associated 

with those Priority Habitats identified upon site.  
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4.2. Extended Phase I habitat survey - habitats (refer to Plates 3 to 20, Appendix I; Figures 2 and 

3, Appendix II, Tables 1 and 3 Appendix III) 

Arable including field margins 

4.2.1. The site consisted of three field compartments, two of which were sown with maize at the time 

of the survey, the third sown with a nectar flowering/wild bird seed mix under a Higher Level 

Stewardship agreement.  

4.2.2. The maize was sown within 2-3 metres of the field boundaries with cock’s foot Dactylus 

glomerata, Yorkshire fog Holcus lanatus and broadleaved dock Rumex obtusifolius dominant within 

the field margins with frequent blackthorn Prunus spinosa encroachment. Herbaceous species within 

the crop were frequent and included field pansy Viola arvensis, greater plantain Plantago major, 

sheep’s sorrel Rumex acetosella and field speedwell Veronica persica.  

4.2.3. The nectar flowering/wild bird seed mix was a diverse sward of herbaceous species locally 

dominated by red clover Trifolium pratense, including birds foot trefoil Lotus corniculatus, a millet-type 

species and a vetch species Vicia sp. A number of herbaceous species were present within a 2-5 

metre field margin. Species included common mouse-ear Cerastium fontanum, red dead nettle 

Lamium album, hogweed Heracleum sphondylium, common nettle Urtica dioica, creeping buttercup 

Ranunculus repens, smooth sow thistle Sonchus oleraceus, prickly sow thistle Sonchus asper, 

dove’s-foot crane’s-bill Geranium molle and a mayweed Tripleurospermum sp. Other localised 

species included hairy bittercress Cardamine hirsute on the southern field margin, and ground ivy 

Glechoma hederacea adjacent the ancient woodland on the west site boundary. There was no 

noticeable increase in floral diversity or rarity in proximity to the adjacent Ancient woodland. A 

localised flush adjacent hedgerow H1 towards the north of the field (Target Note 1 on Figure 2, 

Appendix II) showed a slight change in floral diversity including a rush species Juncus sp. spear 

thistle Cirsium vulgare and creeping buttercup.  

Improved grassland 

4.2.4. Improved grassland was present adjacent the access track onto site. This appeared to be 

regularly maintained. Improved grassland was also present adjacent the residential houses at the 

northeast corner of the site. The grass had been allowed to grow rank in this area and was dominated 

by cock’s foot with abundant broadleaved dock and frequent common couch Elymus repens, a vetch 

species and crested dog’s tail Cynosurus cristatus. A further small area of improved/amenity 

grassland was present in the southwest corner of the site although access to this area was restricted 

as this was a private residence. 

Hedgerows 

4.2.5. There were five hedgerows on site that formed boundaries to the arable field compartments. 

Hedgerow H1 was very gappy and dominated by bramble Rubus fructicosa agg. with occasional dog 

rose Rosa canina and hawthorn Crataegus monogyna. This hedgerow reached 1.5-2m in height in 

places and approximately 1m in width. Hedgerows H2 – H5 were predominantly continuous with a 

more diverse species assemblage including hawthorn, blackthorn, hazel Corylus avellana, field maple 
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Acer campestre, elm Ulmus minor, yew Taxus baccata and holly Ilex aquifolium, with saplings of oak 

Quercus sp., ash Fraxinus excelsior and sycamore Acer pseudoplatanus present. The hedgerows 

were mature and established, and generally 2m in height and 1.5m in width. All hedgerows were 

adjacent field margins or improved grassland and interlinked with another hedgerow within the site. 

An assessment of all hedgerows on site under the  Hedgerow Regulations 1997 identified hedgerow 

H4 as ‘important’ in relation to wildlife. Table 1 (Appendix III) provides the detail of this assessment. 

Trees and woodland 

4.2.6. A line of semi-mature sycamore trees was present adjacent the access track within the northern 

half of the site. Trees associated with hedgerows H4 and H5 were predominantly mature common oak 

Quercus robur with some species noted of potential veteran age. A further three mature common oak 

specimens were present within the central arable field and within proximity to L plantation.  

4.2.7. L Plantation was a small mixed wooded copse within the central arable field. The copse 

consisted of a number of tree species, many of a mature age, including hornbeam Carpinus betulus, 

beech Fagus sylvatica, common oak, sycamore, scots pine Pinus sylvestris and horse chestnut 

Aesculus hippocastanum. The copse appeared to be unmanaged with self-set beech and sycamore 

saplings noted. There was much deadwood present and a sparse ground cover of mostly bramble. 

Hawthorn scrub was also present on the edges of the copse. 

Water bodies 

4.2.8. There were two water bodies on site: water body 1 (WB1) was a wet ditch present beneath the 

northern section of hedgerow H4, being fed from a culverted ditch beyond the site to the north and 

running south to the edge of Slipshatch Ancient woodland, and then southwest on the boundaries of 

the arable fields. Water body 2 (WB2) was a wet ditch present beneath hedgerow H5 that forms part 

of the southern site boundary running in a westerly direction through the site and beyond. This ditch is 

a tributary of the River Mole and ran through a sluice gate located within a dog-leg section of the ditch 

(see Target Note 4 on Figure 2, Appendix II). Both water bodies had a gentle flow and were 

approximately 1–1.5m in width with a bank depth of 1m. Due to their location beneath mature 

hedgerows, these water bodies were heavily shaded and did not support any notable submerged or 

emergent vegetation. However harts tongue fern Phyllitis scolopendrium was noted on the banks of 

WB2 in one location.  

Adjacent habitats 

4.2.9. Slipshatch Woodland (Ancient woodland and a SNCI) is located adjacent the west site 

boundary. The woodland is a mixture of oak and sycamore specimens with an area of conifer 

plantation. There are some self-set specimens of deciduous trees, and evidence of previous 

management with occasional coppiced hazel. The ground flora consists mostly of bramble as well as 

localised dogs mercury Mercurialis perennis, there is also rhododendron Rhododendron sp. 

encroachment. A number of drains were present (classified as a single water body (WB8)) that had a 

gentle flow along with a large pond (WB7). This woodland is immediately adjacent the nectar 
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flowering/wild bird seed mix arable field to the north of the site. The woodland being used in part to 

rear pheasant Phasianus colchicus.  

4.2.10. To the north of Slipshatch Wood is a small area of broadleaved parkland. To the south is an 

area of pasture, tree lined field boundaries and some farm properties that likely pre-date the 20
th
 

Century. To the southwest is a barn complex of similar age that has been converted to residences. 

These properties lie adjacent hedgerow H4 on site and an offsite hedgerow on the opposite side of 

the access track.  

4.2.11. A line of poplars Populous sp. is present adjacent the southern site boundary and an area of 

rough grassland with bramble, blackthorn and common nettle encroachment. A mature tree belt runs 

along the eastern boundary of this rough grassland from the site and connects to four offsite water 

bodies (WB3, WB4, WB6a and WB6b). A small area of parkland habitat is adjacent the rough 

grassland and an amenity sports field. 

4.2.12. Residential properties are present to the east of the site and partly to the north of the site. The 

properties likely date between the 1940s and 1960s. Gardens are mostly mature with several mature 

trees present, especially to the north.  

4.2.13. Arable habitat is predominant to the north of the site although there are tree belts and mature 

trees associated with a wet ditch that runs under a culvert beneath Slipshatch Road into WB1.  

4.2. Extended Phase I habitat survey - protected/notable species (refer to refer to Plates 3 to 20, 

Appendix I; Figures 2 and 3, Appendix II, Tables 2 and 4, Appendix III) 

4.2.1. With the exception of birds’ nests, no physical evidence of protected or notable species was 

identified during the survey.  

Birds 

4.2.2. Birds’ nests were noted within trees in L plantation, including old crow’s nests within tall trees. 

The potential for nesting birds was also noted within hedgerows and semi-mature/mature trees on 

site. Birds identified on site included kestrel Falco tinnunculus, wood pigeon Columba palumbus, 

great tit, crow Corvus corone, buzzard Buteo buteo, chiffchaff Phylloscopus collybita, robin, great 

spotted woodpecker Dendrocopos major, pheasant and a tawny owl Strix aluco. It is considered the 

diversity of species identified during the survey reflected the diversity of habitats on and adjacent site, 

e.g. hedgerows, woodland and arable habitats as well as residential gardens and pasture. The 

majority of the site was not considered suitable for ground nesting birds due to the presence of maize 

although there may be ground nesting opportunities if ground preparation works coincide with the 

spring months, and possible opportunities within the nectar flowering/wild bird seed mix field. 

Hedgerows and trees were considered to provide good connectivity through the site and beyond for 

smaller passerine bird species that would be reluctant to cross large open spaces, such as the arable 

fields. Taller trees/woodland edges on arable field margins and within the central arable field would 

provide good vantage points for birds of prey, including hobby. 
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Bats 

4.4.3. Potential for roosting, commuting and foraging bats was noted on and adjacent site. Many trees 

on site had features suitable for roosting bats including splits, cavities within trunks, old woodpecker 

holes, standing deadwood and old limb wounds. The proximity to pre-20
th
 century buildings potentially 

increases the potential for bats to be roosting immediately adjacent the site. Mature hedgerows and 

tree lines provide good connectivity through the site to habitats beyond, whilst woodland edges, 

mature trees and hedgerows would likely provide a varied source of invertebrate prey that could 

support a number of bat species. The unlit nature of the site also provides a suitable environment for 

both light tolerant and less light tolerant bat species and the site could therefore accommodate a 

number of bat species.   

4.4.4. Using the Bat Conservation Trusts’ guidance for assessing the value of habitat for bats (Hundt 

et al, 2012 - refer to Table 4, Appendix III) the site’s location within the context of the surrounding 

countryside was considered to be of medium - high value to bats. It is considered likely that bat use of 

the site would be predominantly associated with the field boundaries and woodland rather than within 

arable fields although L Plantation connects to the northern site boundary and the use of this copse 

by bats should not be ruled out. 

Badgers  

4.4.5. No evidence of badger was identified on site or within 30m of the site during the survey. A small 

number of mammal paths were noted but did not lead to any setts. In association with the mammal 

paths was evidence of rabbits and a fox scat noted adjacent the residential houses on the east site 

boundary. The site was considered to offer foraging opportunities for this species. 

Dormouse 

4.4.6. Slipshatch Wood is immediately adjacent site, and although it was not considered optimal 

habitat to support hazel dormouse, having only a sparse understorey and a dense canopy in places 

that would shade out a number of potential food sources for dormice, the presence of trees and 

shrubs of potential value to dormice (including hazel, bramble, oak and sycamore) and the 

connectivity to hedgerows that offer further potential food sources means their presence should not 

be ruled out. 

Great crested newts 

4.4.7. Arable habitats on site were not considered optimal for great crested newts. Water bodies WB1 

and WB2 were also flowing gently and did not provide suitable conditions for breeding. However, the 

gentle flow would be unlikely to prohibit great crested newt movement with hedgerow and field margin 

habitats providing suitable terrestrial habitat for this species if present within the locality. A number of 

water bodies beyond the site were assessed as between average and excellent for breeding great 

crested newts using the Habitat Suitability Index (HSI).  The HSI methodology was originally devised 

by Oldham et al. (2000) and can be used to aid assessment of habitat suitability in relation to use by 

breeding great crested newts. Table 2 (Appendix III) provides a more detailed summary of the HSI 

assessment of the water bodies on and off site. 
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Reptiles 

4.4.8. Arable field margins, rough grassland and roadside verges adjacent the access track were 

found to be suitable for reptiles, predominantly common lizard, grass snake and slow worm, offering 

basking and foraging opportunities as well as shelter within hedgerows and woodlands. Offsite 

habitats such as pasture, rough grassland and hedgerows provide good connectivity to and from the 

site for these species as well as foraging, shelter and over wintering opportunities within woodland 

habitat. The site was not considered suitable for adder Vipera berus. 

Invertebrates 

4.4.19. Invertebrate use of the site was considered to be potentially higher in association with 

edge/transitional habitats associated with field margins and roadside verges, hedgerows, the 

woodland edge of Slipshatch Wood, and adjacent offsite habitats such as pasture and rough 

grassland. Arable habitats were considered to have less value for this species group.  

Hedgehogs  

4.4.10. The site was considered suitable for hedgehogs with foraging and shelter opportunities 

associated with field margins and hedgerows. 

Common toad 

4.4.11. A large proportion of the site was not considered suitable for toads. If present on site it is 

considered they would likely use field margins and hedgerows rather than arable habitats. Although 

offsite pasture and woodland to the west, and rough grassland habitats and offsite water bodies may 

be more suitable for this species.  

 

5. ASSESSMENT  

5.1. Desktop study 

5.1.1. The desk top study revealed the presence of a small number of statutory designated sites 

(international and nationally important sites) and a large number of SNCI (locally important sites). The 

large majority of these sites were designated for their habitat assemblages although a small number 

of sites were designated or part-designated due to their ability to support protected/notable species, 

including bats, birds, invertebrates and great crested newts, including SNCIs within 1km of the site.  

5.1.2. Surrey is England’s most wooded county with at least 4% of the county classed as Ancient 

Woodland (Surrey Wildlife Trust, 2014). Ancient Woodland is known to have a greater biodiversity 

interest than more recently planted woodland including ground flora interest, as well as providing 

habitats for protected species, such as bats and dormice, woodland birds and butterflies. There is a 

network of Ancient Woodland within a 5km radius of the site with good connectivity in-between 

predominantly to the north, south and west of the site.  

5.1.3. With the exception of Slipshatch Ancient Woodland the site is not directly connected to any 

statutory or non-statutory designated sites. However the site is located in rural habitat with good 
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connectivity to the wider countryside. Considering the network of designated sites within the study 

area and the good connectivity between sites, it is possible that protected/notable species are 

distributed more widely within the locality than has been recorded. This may be true of more mobile 

species, such as bats and birds, and possibly dormice and invertebrates to a lesser extent. 

5.2. Habitat 

5.2.1. Botanical interest on site was considered to be of low conservation value with the exception of 

the nectar flowering/wild bird seed mix although this is a sown sward rather than a natural 

colonisation of floral species. There was no noticeable increase in floral diversity in proximity to 

Slipshatch Wood although sown crops may suppress and out-compete species associated with 

Ancient Woodland. A number of habitats on site however are recognised as Priority Habitats in 

Surrey: lowland mixed woodland, hedgerows with arable field margins noted for their importance as 

connective habitats and benefit to wildlife. In addition, hedgerow H4 was considered as ‘Important’ 

under the Hedgerow Regulations, and hedgerows H2, H3 and H5 had the potential to reach 

‘Important’ status with some management and additional landscaping. The arable (maize) fields are 

considered to have low conservation value and may prohibit movement of protected/notable species, 

although L plantation may provide a wildlife refuge for birds and bats that have commuted from 

residences to the north and east. The field margins, hedgerows and woodland/woodland edges are 

therefore considered to have the most ecological value upon the site, providing good connectivity 

through the site, as well as potentially providing a food source and shelter for a number of protected 

and notable species.  

5.2.2. The mosaic of habitats adjacent site including Ancient Woodland, pasture, rough grassland and 

mature trees and hedgerows add value in that they link the site to habitats of potential ecological 

interest within the wider countryside. These habitats likely provide a source of biodiversity and 

potentially encourage a wider use of the site by protected/notable species. For example, bats that use 

the site for roosting may rely upon pasture for foraging and hedgerows and tree lines to commute to 

the wider countryside;  invertebrate and reptile movement onto site may be aided by hedgerows, 

woodland edges and field margins off site; the mosaic of habitats on and adjacent site likely 

encourages a wider assemblage of bird species; and direct connectivity to Ancient Woodland likely 

contributes to a more diverse seed bank on site than is currently represented within the current land 

use. It is therefore considered that connectivity to these offsite habitats is key to maintaining a good 

level of biodiversity upon the site.  

5.3. Protected species  

Birds 

5.3.1. A small number of bird species were identified on site that reflected the mosaic of habitats both 

on and off site. Considering the bird records provided from the study area and the presence of 

statutory and non-statutory sites within the locality that were noted for their ornithological interest, it is 

considered there could be an interesting assemblage of bird species that use the site for nesting, 

foraging or to commute through the site, including migrant species.  Species are likely to include small 
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passerine birds, including common garden birds, birds associated with arable habitats, birds of prey 

including owls and falcons, and woodland species.  

5.3.2. Nesting bird opportunities are likely restricted to hedgerows, trees and possibly field margins 

although ground nesting birds, such as skylark and lapwing Vanellus vanellus, may also nest on site 

dependent upon crop type and age. The nesting bird season is generally regarded as being between 

March to September with ground nesting birds nesting from April onwards. 

Bats  

5.3.3. The potential for roosting, commuting and foraging bats, and the number of bat species that 

could use the site, was considered to be high. This assessment is supported by the bat records and 

designated sites within the locality, and the presence of mature hedgerows and trees, including some 

trees that may be of veteran status. Furthermore, the network of ancient woodland within the wider 

countryside and connected to the site may increase the value of the site for bats. It is considered bats 

would likely use habitats on field boundaries, rather than using the arable fields, where there are 

linear features to follow and a likely source of invertebrates.  Connectivity through the site and to 

offsite habitats is likely to be a key factor in the bat use of the site. 

Badger  

5.3.4. No evidence of badger was identified upon the site although records of badgers have been 

identified within the locality. Current land use on site may provide foraging opportunities for this 

species, e.g. maize and earthworms and it is considered badgers may use the site for foraging 

purposes. The mosaic of habitats beyond the site are also considered to offer foraging opportunities 

for this species. 

Dormouse 

5.3.5. Slipshatch Wood is considered to be sub-optimal for dormice although there is a recognised 

food source within the woodland and connectivity to the wider countryside where further resources 

may be available. Connectivity is therefore restricted to the woodland edge adjacent the access track 

and a connecting hedgerow on the opposite side of the access track (and offsite). It is considered that 

whilst hedgerow H4 on site may provide a good source of food and shelter, the distance from the 

woodland edge to hedgerow H4 (approximately 5-6m) would discourage dispersal of this species onto 

site, if present in adjacent habitat.  

Great crested newts 

5.3.6. Water bodies on site were not considered to be suitable for great crested newts, having flowing 

water that would deter adults from breeding i.e. displaying and laying eggs. However the flow was not 

considered to be sufficient to prevent great crested newt movement through the water body, with field 

margins, hedgerows and the roadside verges adjacent the access track considered suitable for great 

crested newt movement during their terrestrial phase. Slipshatch Wood, tree roots and hedgerows 

may also provide hibernation opportunities, if this species is present in the immediate area. 
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5.3.7. The desktop study identified a number of great crested newt records within the locality although 

these records did not relate specifically to the site or immediate adjacent habitats, and many were 

beyond major barriers to dispersal, such as  busy roads. However, several great crested newt records 

were identified within connective habitat to the site and a number of water bodies and habitats 

adjacent the site were considered suitable for great crested newt. The presence of great crested 

newts on and/or immediately adjacent the site should therefore not be ruled out.   

Reptiles  

5.3.8. Common lizard, slow worm and grass snake have been recorded within the locality and within 

connective habitat to the site. Habitats on site are considered to be suitable for these species and 

therefore there is a possibility that reptiles may use the site. Arable field margins, roadside verges and 

hedgerows are all suitable habitats for foraging, basking and sheltering, whilst Slipshatch Wood, tree 

roots and hedgerows may provide hibernation opportunities for these species if present. 

Invertebrates 

5.3.9. The presence of a mosaic of habitats on and adjacent site, including those noted for their value 

to invertebrates, such as Ancient Woodland, hedgerows and pasture, and the presence of 

edge/interface habitat between these habitats, increases the likelihood of the site supporting a good 

invertebrate assemblage.. With habitats on and/or immediately adjacent site having the potential to 

support two UK BAP butterfly species i.e. brown hairstreak and white admiral, recorded as present in 

the local area. The low number of invertebrate records for this area may indicate a lack of recording 

for this species group within the immediate locality. 

Hedgehogs 

5.3.10. Records of hedgehogs have been provided from the desktop study with the field margins, 

roadside verges and hedgerows on site considered suitable for foraging and sheltering hedgehogs. It 

is therefore considered that hedgehogs may use the site. 

Common toad 

5.3.11. Common toads may use the site although their distribution may be limited to the west 

boundary adjacent pasture and within woodland habitat, and possibly to the south of the site in 

association with tree lines, off site water bodies and rough grassland. The site is not considered 

suitable for natterjack toads, these species preferring lowland heaths or coastal dune areas. 

 

6. POTENTIAL IMPACT OF WORKS 

6.1. Habitat 

6.1.1. In a wider context, whilst the site is connected to the wider countryside to the north, south and 

west, it is considered development of the site would not fragment or isolate habitats of ecological 

value as the site is located on the western edge of Reigate and connectivity around the perimeter of 

the site would remain. A development would therefore be unlikely to directly negatively impact upon 
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statutory or non-statutory designated sites within the locality. However, in the absence of mitigation, 

such as a sensitive site layout that aims to retain and protect features of ecological value, both on and 

off site, a proposed large-scale development may reduce connectivity through the site and to the 

wider countryside, and hence any biodiversity value of the site.  

6.1.2. However, should a site layout be proposed that is sensitive to wildlife, retaining and protecting 

those features of ecological value and implementing a sensitive landscaping scheme, it is considered 

botanical diversity could increase and connectivity could be enhanced by providing further 

opportunities for wildlife both on site and within the wider environment.  

6.2. Protected species 

6.2.1. The site has the potential to support a number of protected species: birds (including nesting 

birds), bats, amphibians, three common reptile species, a good assemblage of invertebrates and 

hedgehogs. In the absence of mitigation, proposed development works have the potential to 

significantly impact upon all species groups and to reduce biodiversity upon the site. In addition, 

works may have an indirect impact upon dormice, if present immediately adjacent site, if suitable 

measures e.g. Risk Avoidance Measures (RAMs) are not implemented. 

6.2.2. Undertaking works without further protected species surveys to identify the ecological status of 

the site with respect to birds, bats, badgers, great crested newts reptiles and invertebrates, 

significantly increases the risk of an offence being committed under UK and European wildlife 

legislation. Further to this, undertaking works without the implementation of suitable RAMs in relation 

to dormice, badgers, nesting birds, hedgehogs and common toads, increases the risk of disturbance, 

killing and injury to these species groups and increasing the potential to reduce biodiversity upon the 

site. 

6.2.3. As the full ecological status of the site has not yet been adequately determined it is not possible 

to fully assess the potential impact of any proposed works upon protected species until full baseline 

data has been obtained.   

  

7. RELEVANT LEGISLATION AND POLICY GUIDANCE SUMMARY 

7.1. Legislation 

Bats, great crested newts and dormice 

7.1.1. All bat species, great crested newts and dormice, their roosts/resting places in Britain are 

protected under the Wildlife and Countryside Act (WCA) 1981 (as amended) through their inclusion 

on Schedule 5.  The offences prohibit certain intentional or reckless acts which harm the species or 

their roosts/resting places.  

7.1.2. Bats, great crested newts and dormice are also included on Annex IV of Council Directive 

92/43/EEC of 21
st
 May 1992 on the Conservation of Natural Habitats and of Wild Fauna and Flora 

(known as the Habitats Directive).  As a result of the United Kingdom implementing this Directive, all 
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British bats,great crested newts and dormice, are now protected under the Conservation of Habitats 

and Species Regulations 2010.  

7.1.3. Therefore, legislation makes it an offence to kill, injure, capture or disturb bats, great crested 

newts and dormice, or obstruct access to roosts/resting places in Britain.  

Nesting birds 

7.1.4. All wild birds are protected under Section 1 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as 

amended) by Schedule 12 of the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000.  Subsection 1(1) makes it 

an offence to kill, injure, or take any wild bird; take, damage or destroy the nest of any such bird whilst 

it is in use or being built, or take or destroy an egg(s) of any such wild bird.  The legislation covers all 

species of wild birds including common and pest or opportunistic species. 

7.1.5. A number of birds, including barn owls and hobby, are listed on Schedule 1 of the Act which 

gives them additional protection from disturbance whilst at or near a nest containing eggs or young.  

7.1.6. It is an offence, with certain exceptions to: 

 Intentionally kill, injure or take any wild barn owl; 

 Intentionally take, damage or destroy any wild barn owl nest whilst in use or being built (barn 

owls do not build a nest but may make a nest scrape); 

 Intentionally take or destroy a wild barn owl egg; 

 Have in one’s possession or control a wild barn owl (dead or alive) or egg, unless one can 

show that it was obtained legally; 

 Intentionally or recklessly disturb any wild barn owl whilst ‘building’ a nest or whilst in it, on or 

near a nest containing eggs or young; 

 Intentionally or recklessly disturb any dependent young of wild barn owls.  

Badger 

7.1.7. Badgers are protected under the Protection of Badgers Act 1992.  This Act is based on the 

need to protect badgers from baiting and deliberate harm or injury.  The act makes it an offence to 

wilfully kill, injure, take, possess or cruelly ill-treat a badger, or attempt to do so; to intentionally or 

recklessly interfere with a sett.  Sett interference includes disturbing badgers whilst they are 

occupying a sett, as well as damaging or destroying a sett or obstructing access routes. 

Reptiles 

7.1.8. All common reptile species (i.e. common lizard, grass snake, slow worm and adder) are 

partially protected under Schedule 5 (Sections 9 (1) and 9 (5)) of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 

1981 (as amended). This legislation protects these animals from intentional killing and/or injury. 

7.1.9. In practice this means that all reasonable steps must be taken to avoid killing and/or injuring 

common reptiles during any ground maintenance and/or development works. 
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Hedgehogs and common toads 

7.1.10. Hedgehogs and common toads are recognised as being of ‘principle importance’ for 

conservation of biodiversity under Section 41 of the NERC Act 2006.  Therefore, planning authorities 

need to ensure that this species is protected from any adverse effects of development.  

7.2. National Planning Policy Framework 

7.2.1. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out the Government’s requirements for 

the planning system and was adopted on 27
th
 March 2012. It replaces previous national planning 

policy, including PPS9 (Biodiversity and Geological Conservation) published in 2005. 

7.2.2. The key element of the NPPF is that there should be a ‘presumption in favour of sustainable 

development, which should be seen as a golden thread running through both plan-making and 

decision-taking’ (paragraph 14). It is important to note that this presumption ‘does not apply where 

development requiring Appropriate Assessment under the Birds or Habitats Directives is being 

considered, planned or determined’ (paragraph119). 

7.2.3. A number of policies in the NPPF are comparable to those in PPS9, including reference to 

minimisation of impacts to biodiversity and provision of net gains to biodiversity where possible 

(paragraph 109) and ensuring that Local Authorities place appropriate weight to statutory and non-

statutory nature conservation designations, protected species and biodiversity.  

7.2.4. The NPPF also considers the strategic approach which Local Authorities should adopt with 

regard to the protection, enhancement and management of green infrastructure, priority habitats and 

ecological networks, and the recovery of priority species. 

7.2.5. Paragraph 118 of the NPPF comprises a number of principles, which Local Authorities should 

apply, including encouraging opportunities to incorporate biodiversity in and around developments, 

provision for refusal of planning applications if significant harm can’t be avoided, mitigated or 

compensated for, applying the protection given to European sites to potential SPAs, possible SACs, 

listed or proposed Ramsar sites and sites identified (or required) as compensatory measures for 

adverse effects on European sites, and the provision for the refusal for developments resulting in the 

loss or deterioration of ‘irreplaceable’ habitats, unless the need for, and benefits of the development in 

that location clearly outweigh the loss. 

7.2.6. National policy therefore implicitly recognises the importance of biodiversity and that with 

sensitive planning and design, development and conservation of the natural heritage can co-exist and 

benefits can, in certain circumstances be obtained.  

 

8. RECOMMENDATIONS 

8.1. Recommendations for further surveys 

8.1.1. Further Phase 2 ecology surveys are considered necessary to establish the ecological status of 

the site with respect to birds, bats, badgers, reptiles, great crested newts and invertebrates. All Phase 
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2 surveys should follow industry standard guidance and should be undertaken by suitably qualified 

and experienced ecologists. 

8.2. Recommendations for RAMs  

8.2.1. Method Statements should be prepared to ensure best working practices are undertaken during 

the pre-construction and operational phase of any development. Method Statements should apply to 

adequate protection of trees, hedgerows and woodland edges (to include dormice); site clearance 

Method Statements should apply to nesting birds, badgers, hedgehogs and common toads, as well as 

any other species group as identified from Phase 2 surveys. If necessary, an Ecological Construction 

Management Plan, or similar, should be produced as a working document. 

8.3. Preliminary recommendations in relation to any proposed site layout 

8.3.1. The following preliminary recommendations are provided based on the desktop study and initial 

field survey visit. They relate specifically to any proposed site layout: 

 A suitable buffer should be created between Slipshatch Wood and any proposed 

development. It is likely this will be between 20-30m in width around the entire woodland 

edge; 

 all hedgerows should be retained and enhanced where possible, allowing a nominated 

number of tree specimens to mature, increasing the variety of species present and planting 

up of significant gaps; 

 a suitable buffer (margin) should be created between the hedgerows, especially hedgerow 

H4, and any proposed development. This should be approximately 5-10m and should aim to 

provide suitable edge habitat for a number of species groups; 

 further ‘green corridors’ should be incorporated into the development to increase connectivity 

through the site; connectivity to L Plantation should be increased; 

 landscaping should aim to use native species and to enhance those ecological features of 

value that have been identified upon site; and 

 lighting restrictions adjacent those features of ecological value will require consideration. 

8.3.2. More detailed specifications and mitigation strategies can be applied following completion of 

Phase 2 ecology surveys.   
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APPENDIX I: Plates 1 - 20 

Plate 1: Aerial view of the site (Google Earth image date 2013) with approximate site boundary  

 

 

Plate 2: Aerial view of the site (circled) within the wider countryside (Google Earth image date 2013) 
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Plate 3: View east of maize field from access        Plate 4: Field margin adjacent maize field  
track 
 

        

 

Plate 5: Nectar flowering field adjacent Slipshatch   Plate 6: Field margin adjacent hedgerow H2 
Wood  

                        

 
Plate 7: Access track onto site showing maintained    Plate 8: Rank improved grassland to north of 
grassland            site 
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Plate 9:  Hedgerow H4 adjacent access track        Plate 10: Typical mature oak specimen within  
(H4 to the right hand side)      hedgerow 
 

     

 

Plate 11: L Plantation viewed from maize field     Plate 12: Standing deadwood in L Plantation 

              

 

Plate 13:  WB1 located beneath Hedgerow H4         Plate 14: WB2 located beneath Hedgerow H5 
Ditch disguised by vegetation         Ditch disguised by vegetation 
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Plate 15:   Farm cottages to west                  Plate 16: Pasture adjacent Slipshatch Wood to the 
   west 
 

      

 

Plate 17: Arable land to the north         Plate 18: Rough grassland to south 

        

 

Plate 19: Line of poplars to south bordering rough     Plate 20: Residence to east 
Grassland 
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APPENDIX II: Figures 1 to 2 
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APPENDIX III: Tables 1 to 4 

Table1: Detailed assessment of hedgerows on site 
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Table 2: Habitat Suitability Index of water bodies on and adjacent site 

Reference Photo Description HSI assessment 
WB1 

 

Wet ditch under part of hedgerow H4. 
Approximately 1m – 1.5m 
width.Heavily shaded and partly 
inaccessible. No obvious emergence 
or submerged vegetation. 

Flowing water – not 
suitable for great 
crested newts but 
slower flow may 
permit great crested 
newt movement 
across  ditch. 

WB2 

 

Wet ditch under hedgerow H5. 
Approximately 1m – 1.5m width 
Heavily shaded and partly 
inaccessible. No obvious emergence 
or submerged vegetation.  

Flowing water – not 
suitable for great 
crested newts but 
slower flow may 
permit great crested 
newt movement 
across ditch 

WB3 
Offsite 

 

Pond. 400m2. Kidney shaped. 
Located at southeast corner of site 
on southern site boundary. Adjacent 
rough grassland, ditch, woodland and 
line of poplars. Little submerged 
vegetation. Leaves on pond bed. 
70% shade.  

0.75 = GOOD for 

great crested newts 

WB4 
Offsite 

 

Ditch 96m2 running between WB2 
and WB3. Gentle flow in parts but 
very choked with vegetation in places 
which would possibly slow the flow of 
water. 

0.73 = GOOD for 

great crested newts 

WB5 
Offsite 

  

Ditch immediately adjacent site at the 
edge of Slipshatch Wood. Ditch 2m 
wide. No emergent or submerged 
vegetation. Leaves present on bed 
and very turbid. Runs south at edge 
of woodland and meets WB10. 

Flowing water – not 
suitable for great 
crested newts 

WB6a 
Offsite 

 

Ditch that runs into WB6b. 50m2. 
1.5m wide. Submerged vegetation 
and duckweed present. 20% shade. 
Somewhat turbid. 

0.72 = GOOD for 

great crested newts 

WB6b 
Offsite 

 

Pond 120m2. Connects to WB6a via 
a culvert. Some submerged grass 
and leaves on pond bed. Turbid. 30% 
shade. Deadwood in pond. 

0.64= AVERAGE for 

great crested newts 

WB7 
Offsite 

 

Large pond in Slipshatch Wood. No 
submerged or emergence vegetation. 
Leaves likely on pond bed. Very 
turbid. 70-80% shade. Deadwood in 
pond. 

0.67 = AVERAGE for 

great crested newts 

WB8 
Offsite 

 

Network of ditches in Slipshatch 
Wood. Veryturbid and shaded. 
Gentle flow but some areas no flow 
due to chocking up with fallen debris. 

Flowing water – not 
suitable for great 
crested newts but 
possibly potential 
within vegetation 
choked areas. 
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WB9 
Offsite 

 

Pond within barn complex to south of 
site. 400m2. Surrounded by well-
maintained amenity grassland. 
Possibly some waterfowl use. 
Marginal and emergent vegetation. 
10% shade. 

0.81 = EXCELLENT 

for great crested 
newts 

WB10 
Offsite 

 

Ditch running from WB2 on site and 
connecting to WB5 to the west. 
Approximately 1m in width. No 
shading. Stronger flow that WB2. 

Flowing water – not 
suitable for great 
crested newts. 

WB11 
Offsite 

No photo obtained Located 200m to the south of the 
site. No access to this water body. 

Assessment to be 
undertaken. 

 

 

 

Table 3: Target Note descriptions 

 

Target Note 
reference 

 

Description 

TN1 Flush adjacent hedgerow H1 and within nectar flowering field. Small area of more 
damp tolerant species including a rush species, spear thistle and creeping 
buttercup and willowherb. 

TN2 Hedgerow H4 considered as ‘Important’ under the hedgerow regulations 

TN3 Fox scat. 

TN4 Sluice gate present in dogleg section of hedgerow H5. Running water heard. 

TN5 Line of poplars and some pine species located on southern site boundary but 
offsite. 

TN6 L Plantation. Many trees suitable for roosting bats. Likely good foraging 
opportunities and connectivity to mature trees associated with residential gardens 
to the north. 

TN7 Hartswood Farm Cottages – Likely date to the turn of the 20
th
 century. Two storey 

pitched and hipped clay tiles roofs. Immediately adjacent west site boundary and 
good connective habitat on and off site. 

TN8 Converted barn complex. Likely dates to turn of the 20
th

 century. Brick built pitched 
and hipped roofs slate and clay tiles roofs. Immediately adjacent southwest 
boundary of the site and good connective habitat on and off site. 
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Table 4: Guidance for assessing the value of potential development sites for bats, based on 

the occurrence of habitat features within the landscape and the likelihood of bats being 

present. 

Habitat 
significance  
for bats 

Habitat features  

 
           LOW 
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
           HIGH      

 
No features that could be used by bats (for roosting, foraging or commuting). 

 
Small number of potential roosts, most likely less significant ones (i.e. probably not 
maternity roosts or hibernacula). 

 
Isolated habitat that could be used by foraging bats e.g. a lone tree or patch of scrub but not 
parkland. 

 
Isolated site not connected by prominent linear features to suitable/other foraging habitat 

 
Several potential roost sites in buildings, trees or other structures. 

 
Habitat could be used by foraging bats e.g. trees, scrub, grassland or water. 

 
Site is connected with the wider landscape by linear features that could be used by 
commuting bats e.g. lines of trees and scrub or linked back gardens. 

 
Buildings, trees or other structures (such as mines, caves, tunnels, ice houses and cellars) 
with features of particular significance for roosting bats. 

 
Site includes habitat of high quality for foraging bats e.g. broadleaved woodland, tree-lined 
watercourses and grazed parkland. 

 
Site is connected to the wider landscape by strong linear features that would be used by 
commuting bats e.g. river/stream valleys or hedgerows. 

 
Site is close to known roosts. 

 
Bats recorded or observed using an area for foraging or commuting close to a potential 
roost 

 
CONFIRMED 
PRESENCE 

 
Evidence indicates that a building, tree or other structure is used by bats e.g.: 

 bats seen roosting or observed flying from a roost or freely in the habitat; 

 droppings, carcasses, feeding remains etc. found; and/or 

 bats heard ‘chattering’ inside a roost on a warm day or at dusk. 

 
Source: Hundt et al. (2012). Bat Surveys - Good Practice Guidelines (Version 2). Table 4.2, p 24.  
 

 

 


